Standard Features

- Relocate LPG regulator and gage
- Relocate LPG lines at A-frame
- "84" style galley sink (Polar)
- Large below lounge blanket drawer
- PD lights replace bullet lights in endliners
- Sliding bath doors (except 29')
- Laminate change throughout
- EG-1301 refrigerator 2-way (31' - 29' - 27')
- FG-761 refrigerator 2-way (25' only)
- Lighted wardrobes
- Cedar lined wardrobes
- Gas leak detector in galley end panel

Optional Features

- Filtered water with separate faucet
- Aluminum wheels
- Spare tire bracket
- Bias belted spare tire
- Polished bumper with extruded aluminum lid
- 2nd 105 amp battery with compartment
- Microwave, delete option pkg., 31'
- Portable vacuum cleaner
- AES 1303 refrigerator, 3-way (31' - 29' - 27')
Optional Features (cont'd)

- AES 763 refrigerator, 3-way (25' only)
- Manual antenna with booster - cable T.V. and phone hook-ups
- Fluorescent lights
- 30 lb. aluminum LPG tanks with gauges
- 40 lb. aluminum LPG tanks with gauges
- Occasion chair 29' (was standard 1985)
- Deluxe grab handle with door bell (31' only)

Features Dropped

- 48' Roadside lounge with front credenza
- All Occasion chair from standard to optional, 29'